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scopic structural features of a bio-
based choline-amino acid ionic liquid†

Olga Russina,* Serena De Santis and Lorenzo Gontrani

High energy X-ray diffraction data from a bio-based ionic liquid constituted by choline ([cho]) and an amino

acid (AA), namely n-leucine ([nle]), are presented and described by means of an atomistic molecular

dynamics simulation aiming at extracting detailed structural information at both microscopic and

mesoscopic spatial scales. We find that similar to other previously studied analogous systems, a strong,

hydrogen bonding driven, cation–anion correlation determines the microscopic structure. While other

peculiar correlations exist in this [cho][nle] IL, the medium length alkyl tail of the AA leads to the

development of a characteristic polar vs. apolar alternation, as a consequence of the alkyl tails

segregation into domains, thus delivering the formation of an enhanced level of mesoscopic

organization in this IL.
Introduction

Ionic liquids (ILs) represent a class of materials which are
attracting a lot of attention in the last couple of decades. ILs are
typically composed of an organic cation combined with an
organic/inorganic anion; by convention, they are liquid below
100 �C. They are characterized by high thermal and chemical
stability, low ammability, and enhanced capability of dissolv-
ing different compounds. Their physicochemical properties can
be easily modulated for a specic task by making the right
choice of chemical composition for the ions, the length of the
side alkyl tail, the distribution of polarity or introduction of
uorinated and/or further functionalized moieties.1,2

The main interest for ILs is currently represented by their
green, environmental friendly nature mostly due to their low
vapor pressure. Today ILs are considered as a green replace-
ment for several toxic conventional solvents and nd applica-
tion in green chemistry and sustainable technology,
electrochemistry, catalysis, extraction and separation etc.3–6

However IL's environmental impact, specially toxicity depends
strongly on the nature of the constituent cations (mostly) and
anions.7–10 It has been demonstrated that aromatic cations that
are frequently used in conventional ILs such as imidazolium and
pyridinium are rather toxic towards enzymes, microorganisms,
cells and poorly biodegradable. It is then not surprising if in the
last few years we witnessed a strong quest towards ILs whose
constituents are bio-compatible or, even better, biological
compounds. For this reason new subgroups of ILs, composed of
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biomaterials have been introduced.11–18 Choline amino acid ionic
liquids ([cho][AA]ILs)17–21 being wholly composed of renewable
biomaterials, are attracting a great attention due to their inherent
bio-compatibility. They are characterised by excellent physico-
chemical properties, similarly to the traditional ILs, but
combined with low toxicity and very good biodegrad-
ability.16,17,20,21 It has been demonstrated that they are thermally
stable (at least up to 90 �C) and perform excellently in the elds of
organic synthesis and biomass pretreatment.19 These properties
of [cho][AA] ILs, combined with the their low industrial produc-
tion cost make them promising candidates for use as environ-
mentally friendly solvents in large-scale applications.

In a recent study, our group has reported an improved
synthesis protocol for the production of [cho]-AA ionic liquids,
which has several advantages compared to previous methods,
including a much shorter preparation time, stoichiometry
within 1%, very high yields, high reproducibility and involves
no organic solvent, thus being more environment friendly.18

Several physicochemical properties of the newly synthesized
material such as density, viscosity, conductivity have been pre-
sented and discussed as a function of the nature of anion and
its chemical structure. Recently some reports appeared on the
structural properties of AA-ILs, including studies on [cho][ala]22

(where [ala] stands for alanine), [cho][pro]23 (where [pro] stands
for proline), and [c2mim][gly], [c2mim][ala] and [c2mim][ser]24

(where [c2mim][gly], [c2mim][ala] and [c2mim][ser] stand for 1-
ethyl-3-methylimidazolium, glycine, alanine and serine,
respectively). The role of the cation in the structural interactions
(choline, 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolum and N-methylpiper-
azinium) in amino acid based ILs has been studied by Herrera
et al.25 It has been demonstrated that the ILs with choline cation
are characterized by much more extended hydrogen bonding
network, even if with similar HB strength.
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 34737–34743 | 34737
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Fig. 1 Chemical structure of choline cation [cho] and norleucine
anion [nle].
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Here we present the rst structural study of the [cho][nle] IL,
where norleucine (hereinaer indicated as [nle]), bears a long
enough side chain to give rise to the characteristic polar-apolar
alternation that characterises the large majority of traditional
ILs26–39 (see Fig. 1). The development of nm-scale domains built
up by segregated alkyl tails delivers nano-environments where
selectively either polar or apolar compounds can be dissolved
simultaneously in the same IL. However the solvation mecha-
nism ismore complicate and oen non trivial.40–43 This structural
scenario has a major inuence on the physicochemical proper-
ties such as viscosity, conductivity, density and creates conditions
for a range of catalytic, separation, extraction, reaction processes
in conventional ILs.27

The present study aims at extending the understanding of
structural properties in the increasingly relevant class of bio-
derived [cho][AA] ILs. We envisage that the occurrence of the
same nano-segregated morphology in the present choice of bio-
based ILs might further enlarge the range of applications for
ionic liquid media.
Experimental session
Synthesis

The synthesis of [cho][nle] was done following the protocol
developed by De Santis et al.18 L-norleucine was a Fluka product
(purity > 99%), while choline hydroxide (aqueous solution 46
wt%, Sigma) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Methanol and
acetonitrile were of analytical grade and used without any further
purication. Doubly distilled water was used in all experiments.
The synthesis is based on a potentiometric method and for
further details the reader is addressed to the original publication.
The freshly prepared [cho][nle] is characterized by the following
parameters: density: 1.05125 g cm�3; viscosity: 6.43 Pa s;
conductivity: 20.44 mS cm�1; refractive index: 1.4865. Aer the
synthesis, before the measurements the sample was kept under
protective atmosphere, avoiding contact with moisture.
34738 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 34737–34743
X-ray diffraction data

Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) measurements were
collected at room temperature using the non-commercial
energy-dispersive X-ray diffractometer (EDXD) built at the
Department of Chemistry at the University of Rome Sapienza
(Italian Patent no. 01126484-23 June, 1993). A detailed
description of instrument, technique, and the experimental
protocol of the data acquisition phase, can be found in ref.
44–46. The sample was inserted into a 2 mm quartz cylindrical
capillary, aer a 72 h drying in high vacuum pump. The
diffraction patterns acquired at the different angles were then
merged to obtain a continuous spectrum in Q, accessing the
range between 0.1 and 19.56 Å�1, where Q is the magnitude of
the transferred momentum that depends on the scattering
angle (2q), according to the relation Q ¼ 4p/l sin q.

The total intensity of the radiation scattered by the sample,
aer corrections for systematic effects (polarization, absorption
and incoherent scattering) and rescaling to absolute units
(electron units per stoichiometric unit), can be expressed as the
sum of the independent atomic scattering from the atoms of the
stoichiometric unit, and by I(Q), the static structure factor, that
delivers the structural information associated to correlations
between atomic species in the sample. I(Q) is given as:

IðQÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

xixjfifjr0

ðN
0

4pr2
�
gijðrÞ � 1

� sinðQrÞ
Qr

dr (1)

where xi and fi are the numerical concentrations of the species
and their Q-dependent X-ray scattering factors; r0 is the bulk
number density of the system. In this study we have used QI(Q)
M(Q) form of the structure function, where M is a sharpening
factor applied to increase the amplitude of the high Q-portion
oscillations.22,45,46

MðQÞ ¼ fN
2ð0Þ

fN
2ðQÞ exp

��0:01Q2
�

(2)

The Fourier-transformation of QI(Q)M(Q) delivers the
differential distribution function Diff(r)

DiffðrÞ ¼ 2r

p

ðN
0

QIðQÞMðQÞsinðQrÞdQ (3)

While the experimental functions have been extracted from
the diffraction data, the theoretical functions were calculated
from the MD trajectories using either in-house purposely
written codes or the TRAVIS program.47–49
Computational methods

Classical molecular dynamics calculations were executed using
the AMBER11 soware50 and a generalized AMBER force eld
(GAFF),22,51,52 to generate a suitable model of the systems. The
GAFF uses partial atomic charges tted with the HF/6-31G(d)
RESP approach (see ESI†); in this work, similarly to a previous
one,22 we chose to t the charges using the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
electron density and scaling the obtained values by 0.8 to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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roughly account for polarization effects. This procedure has
been shown to be appropriate for highly charged systems like
ionic liquids.53 The system were simulated in a cubic box
(periodic boundary conditions were applied) with box edge ¼
51.00 Å, leading to a density of 1.02260 g cm�3, as obtained
from the preliminary NPT equilibration for the box containing
350 ion pairs. The initial random geometry was generated with
PACKMOL.54 Aer geometry minimization, a low temperature
(50 K) NVT equilibration for 40 ps was applied. The system was
then heated at 300 K and a NPT calculation for 5 ns was applied.
Before the productive phase, further 2 ns at NVT conditions
were executed. A NVT productive phase of 10 ns was then
applied with a time step of 2 fs.

The trajectories generated with this protocol were analysed
with the TRAVIS soware from the Kirchner group.47–49 Standard
analysis approaches involved the calculation of partial radial
distribution functions (rdf), angular distribution functions (adf),
their combination into combined distribution functions (cdf)
and spatial distribution function (sdf). The reader is referred to
the Kirchner's literature for further details on these tools.55
Results and discussion
Liquid structure

The experimental diffraction data obtained at ambient temper-
ature for the [cho][nle] AA-IL are plotted in Fig. 2, in the form of
QI(Q)M(Q), together with the curve obtained from the simulation.
The inset shows the theoretical and experimental Diff(r). The
agreement is good and comparable to the one observed in
previous work on [cho] [ala]-IL.22 All the relevant experimental
diffraction features are accounted for by the model and accord-
ingly we consider the simulated system as representative of the
bulk IL structure. We mention that recently a neutron diffraction
study on selectively deuterated AA-ILs appeared;24 the data were
modelled using the EPSR approach leading to comparable tting
quality to the present set.
Fig. 2 Experimental and calculated static structure factors in form of
QI(Q)M(Q) and Diff(r) (inset) of [cho][nle]: black points are experimental
data, red lines are theoretical functions.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
We notice that similarly to the case of the [cho][ala] and other
AA-IL, a major diffraction feature is observed at ca. 1.3 Å�1, that
ngerprints correlations associated to intermolecular,22,24 short
close contact distances between ions. Other, higher Q values,
peaks in the experimental diffraction pattern essentially corre-
spond to the ones found for other AA-ILs and reects mostly
intramolecular correlations. Noteworthy, while the so far
explored AA-ILs did not show diffraction features at Q values
shorter than ca. 1 Å�1, here [cho][nle], whose anion bears
a medium length chain, shows a characteristic low Q diffraction
feature at ca. 0.35 Å�1. More evidently this peak is seen in the
SAXS data (see Fig. 1 in ESI†).

This feature is ubiquitously found in ILs bearing a long
enough apolar chain. In particular this is the second case of
long alkyl chain linked to the anion, aer the case of alkyl
sulfates,56,57 for which similar low Q features were observed. A
more careful discussion of this feature in AA-ILs will be pre-
sented later on in this paper: here we just stress that the GAFF
potential efficiently describes this scattering feature. Accord-
ingly the simulated system nicely accounts for the mesoscopic
order occurring in the present choice of AA-ILs. We stress that
this is the rst study on the structure of AA-ILs that are char-
acterised by this feature. Recently, an X-ray diffraction study
focused on a AA-IL where the AA is proline, an AA bearing
a cyclic moiety rather than a linear chain. In that case hints for
the existence of polar–apolar alternations, as witnessed by the
occurrence of a low Q peak were also observed.23

In Fig. 3, we show the Center of Mass (CoM) g(r)'s, namely the
cation–anion, cation–cation and anion–anion pair correlation
functions. These are determined as the g(r)'s between those
sites that represent cation and anion (C and A, respectively)
centres of mass. One can appreciate that together with a strong
cation–anion correlation that extends itself up to the second
coordination shell, also cation–cation correlations are quite
strong; by integration up to the rst minimum one can estimate
the average number of rst neighbours (FN) for each pair. In
particular we obtain: FN(C–A) z 6.2, FN(C–C) z 6.0 and FN(A–
Fig. 3 Pair correlation functions between ionic species centres of
masses: A–A (anion–anion), C–C (cation–cation), C–A (cation–anion).

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 34737–34743 | 34739
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Fig. 4 Cation–Cation interactions – spatial distribution function
between the ammonium head of cation (centre blue) and hydroxyl
oxygen (red) of the first neighbour cation (see text).

Fig. 5 Anion–Anion interactions – spatial distribution function
between the anion's carboxylic unit (red) and NH2 amine group (blue).
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A)z 3.9. Overall, we can anticipate that the bulk morphology of
the [cho][nle] will be characterised by correlation between ionic
species tending to accommodate charged moieties in a onion-
like fashion; while at a larger spatial scale, the polar/apolar
alternation will dominate inducing the characteristic segrega-
tion that is commonly found in ILs.
Cation–cation correlations

As shown in Fig. 3, cation–cation (C–C) correlations are quite
remarkable in the present system. In particular the NC–OC g(r)
(see Fig. 1) is characterised by a distinct, intense (amplitude �
2) peak centred at ca. 4.45 Å (data not shown).

In order to rationalise the potential anisotropy of the coor-
dination highlighted in Fig. 3, we evaluated the intermolecular
spatial distribution function (sdf) of OC around a reference
choline moiety. This is depicted in Fig. 4. It can be appreciated
that the rst coordination shell corresponds to a non-negligible
intermolecular correlation between the two extremes of the
cation, namely the ammonium head is surrounded by the
hydroxyl group. Such coordination will eventually compete with
the cation–anion correlation, as we will show later.
Anion–anion correlations

As can be appreciated from the inspection of Fig. 3, anion–
anion correlations are the weakest among the ones between the
ionic moieties. Apart from two weak peaks centred at ca. 6.7 and
9.0 Å, there is no evidence of strong coordination between
anions. The sdf provides indication on which correlation might
be of relevance between the negatively charged ions. In Fig. 5 we
report the sdf plots where the amino nitrogen (blue) and the
carboxyl oxygen (red) localization volumes around a reference
anion are shown. One can appreciate that enhanced distribu-
tion probabilities are detected for the species close to the amino
and carboxyl groups, respectively. These are expected to be the
strongest interactions between anions. Here we also note the
34740 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 34737–34743
existence of intramolecular correlations between the amino
group (NL) and the carboxyl (OL) one.

We determined the rdf corresponding to this intramolecular
interaction that turns out to make the anion's head pretty rigid,
being characterised by a NL–OL g(r) peak at a distance of 2.95 Å
and a most probable angle OL/H–NL of ca. 91�.

Finally we mention that among anion–anion correlations,
the dispersive interactions mediated correlation between alkyl
tails is noteworthy and will be discussed in a separate section
dealing with mesoscopic organization.
Cation–anion correlations

Being composed of ionic species, it can be easily envisaged that
the main structural correlations in the [cho][nle]-IL sample are
the ones between oppositely charged ions. Choline-based AA-
ILs have been found to be characterised by a strong correla-
tion between the anion carboxyl group and the cation's hydroxyl
group.22,58 Data reported in Fig. 3 for the ions' centre of mass
conrm such a picture, but the structural complexity of the ions
involved in the present AA-IL requires a more thorough inves-
tigation of the nature of cation–anion interactions. In Fig. 6, we
show the combined distribution function (cdf) obtained
considering the joint rdf and adf (pair and angular distribution
functions, respectively) for OL–OC and OL/HC–OC. This cdf
depicts the features of the hydrogen bonding between the two
ions that is found to be very short and linear thus satisfying the
conditions for a strong HB. On average 1.3 OLs are found in the
rst shell around the cation's hydroxyl group. An additional site
exists on the anion that could interact with the cation's hydroxyl
group, namely the amino group, identied with the nitrogen
atom NL. In Fig. 7, we show the cdf (rdf (NL–OC) vs. adf (NL/
HC–OC)) related to the HB between these sites. It can be
appreciated that a distinct degree of HB exists between these
sites as well, thus further enhancing the structural complexity
of this system; we stress however that only <0.1 Hs can be
detected in the rst solvation shell around the amino group NL.

We also explored the correlation between the cation's
ammonium and the anion's carboxyl group. There are two
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 6 Anion–cation interaction between carboxyl oxygens and
hydroxyl group: combined radial/angular distribution function (cdf) of
the OL–OC and OL/HC–OC correlation (x – rdf(r) in pm, y – adf).

Fig. 7 Anion–cation interaction between amine group NH2 of anion
and cation's hydroxyl group: combined radial/angular distribution
function (cdf) of rdf (NL–OC) vs. adf (NL/HC–OC) (x– rdf(r) in pm, y–
adf).

Fig. 8 Combined radial distribution functions rdf(r) for OL–OC (y-axis)
and OL–NC (x-axis). Simultaneous correlations indicates the bidentate
nature of anion's coordination of cation. While the first of carboxylic
oxygen (OL) builds HB with the choline hydroxyl unit (OC), the second
(OL) simultaneously interacts with the cation's ammonium head (NC).
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different correlation peaks in the corresponding rdf, namely at
ca. 4 and 6 Å, respectively. By evaluating the cdf for the OL–NC
and OL–OC rdf's, we obtain the results of Fig. 8, where it
emerges that the carboxyl unit can interact in a bidentate way
with a choline cation, namely one of the carboxyl oxygen atoms
will be hydrogen bonded with the hydroxyl group (r [OL–OC]
�2.5 Å) and the other will be interacting with the ammonium
nitrogen (r [OL–NC]�4.5 Å). Similar coordination was proposed
for other [cho]-based AA-ILs on the basis of ab initio
calculations.58
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
We also observed a relatively high probability for the existence
of complex clusters where one bidentate anion simultaneously
coordinates two different cations at the hydroxyl group, with the
two OL units. In particular considering that the hydrogen bonded
cation–anion pair is characterised by a distance r [CO–OC] ¼ 3.5
Å with the rst shell of solvation ending at ca. 4.3 Å, we detected
28%, 45%, 22% and 4.5% probability of getting 0, 1, 2, 3 OC
neighbours by a distance shorter than 4.3 Å from a reference CO
in the anion. This indicates the existence of a numerous pop-
ulation of those clusters with two cations simultaneously coor-
dinated by one anion through HB.

Mesoscopic organization

Driven by the experimental nding of the low Q diffraction peak
centred at ca. 0.35 Å�1 (Fig. 2) we can safely consider that the
morphology of [cho][nle] is characterised by a high degree of
polar/apolar alternation, similarly to other related cases. This
important nding is the consequence of the existence of a long
enough alkyl tail in the [nle] moiety that leads to the chain
segregation from the charged matrix leading to the formation of
oily drops.30 Considering the bio-compatible nature of the [cho]-
based AA-ILs, the existence of such a thermodynamically stable
nano-segregation can turn out to be very important in the
development of biologically related processes in this medium.
Together with the low Q diffraction feature in X-ray/neutron
diffraction patterns that ngerprints the existence of such
a kind segregation, one of the most commonly used indicator of
this phenomenology is the pair distribution function of the
terminal methyl group in the anion (CT, see Fig. 1) that shows
the existence of a strong correlation peak at short distances
when the alkyl tails segregation occurs. In Fig. 9, we show this
g(r) and one can notice the existence of a peak centred at ca. 4.3
Å with a large amplitude (>2.0). This correlation corresponds to
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 34737–34743 | 34741
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Fig. 9 Partial distribution function for terminal methyl groups of the
anions alkyl chain (CT–CT). The presence of the sharp peak at around
4.5 Å reflects the strong correlations between anion's alkyl tails (see
text).
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an average number of ve methyl groups building up the rst
coordination shell (up to 7.5 Å) around a reference terminal
methyl group. This feature is comparable to similar ones
observed in the case of various alkyl tail bearing ILs that are
characterised by the polar–apolar structural dualism.28,35,37,59

One can then assess that the nature of the low Q peak in this AA-
IL is the same as found in more traditional ILs, where the
segregation of the apolar side alkyl chains leads to the forma-
tion of domains that structurally differentiate from the 3-
dimensional matrix built up by the charged moieties. We stress
that apart from a study in [cho][pro]23 (where [pro] corresponds
to the proline AA and does not bear an alkyl tail, but rather
a cyclic moiety), previously no other AA-ILs were individuated
where the alkyl tail succeeded in delivering the formation of
structural heterogeneities. The previous studies on [cho][ala]22

and on other AAs24 highlighted the featureless nature of the low
Q portion of the diffraction patterns for these AA-based ILs.
Conclusions

We have elucidated the structure of [cho][nle] bio-degradable
ionic liquid rationalizing X-ray diffraction data by means of
atomistic molecular dynamics simulation and obtaining detailed
information about the morphology of this system. While the
strong HB formation between the AA carboxyl unit and choline
hydroxyl group determines the anion–cation interaction, many
other peculiar interactions have been observed. The bidentate
nature of the carboxyl unit is involved in two kind of interactions:
(1) one anion coordinates one cation interacting simultaneously
with hydroxyl and ammonium group of cation (leading to the
formation of 1 : 1 complex); (2) one anion coordinates two
different cations by mean of OL/HC interactions (leading to the
formation of 1 : 2 complex). Furthermore we have shown the
rather strong cation–cation correlation via the interaction
between the ammonium and the hydroxyl groups.

The medium length alkyl tail of the n-leucine leads to the
development of a characteristic polar vs. apolar alternation, as
34742 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 34737–34743
a consequence of the alkyl tails segregation into domains, thus
delivering to the formation of an enhanced level of mesoscopic
organization in this system, similarly to the structure of more
conventional ILs. This is the rst study, where such a meso-
scopic scale structural complexity has been shown for choline–
amino acids ILs. The structural dependence from the choice of
AA and the length of the site alkyl chain, as well as its impli-
cation on the physicochemical properties and on solvation
performance of these ILs are the subjects of our further studies.
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